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QUESTION 1

Consider the following code: 

What is the expected output when you run this script in a browser? 

A. A button labeled Click Me will appear, with an input box that displays the following default text: Old Value. Upon
clicking the button, the textin the text box will change to New Value. Upon clicking the button again, the text in the text
box will change back to Old Value. 

B. A button labeled Click Me will appear, with an input box that displays the following default text: Old Value. Upon
clicking the button, the text inthe text box will change to New Value. Upon clicking the button again, the text in the text
box will change to Old Value, New Value. 

C. A button labeled Click Me will appear, with an input box that displays the following default text: Old Value. Upon
clicking the button, the text inthe text box will change to New Value. Upon clicking the button again, you will see nothing
change. 

D. This script will not run. You will get an error because the value="Old Value" statement in the  tag contains the
reserved wordValue within the quotes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following code: var v1 = "alpha"; function f () { var v2 = "bravo"; alert (v1 + ", " + v2); } f(); v1="charlie"; alert
(v1 + ", " + v2); What is the expected result when you run this script in the browser? 

A. An alert box displaying charlie, bravo 

B. An alert box displaying alpha, bravo followed by an error 

C. Two alert boxes displaying alpha, bravo and alpha, bravo respectively 

D. Two alert boxes displaying alpha, bravo and charlie, bravo respectively, followed by an error 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is a browser security issue that JavaScript developers should remember when developing a
script? 

A. JavaScript cannot be disabled in the client and will always run. 

B. JavaScript functionality is immune to viruses, trojans and malware. 
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C. JavaScript is a cross-platform scripting language and will generate consistent results regardless of the client or
server being used. 

D. Certain JavaScript functionality may be blocked by some browsers, which prevents the script from running as
expected for all users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider the following code: 

What needs to be changed to allow this script to run without error? 

A. Change the substring method call to substr 

B. Change the substring method call to substr() 

C. Change the characterAt method call to charAt 

D. Change the characterAt method call to characterat 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider the following code: 

A. Replaces the text CIW with the text http://www.CIWcertified.com 
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B. Replaces the text CIW with a link that reads myLink and points to the URL www.CIWcertified.com 

C. Converts the text CIW into a link that reads CIW and points to the URL www.CIWcertified.com 

D. Returns true if the content of the  is a link to www.CIWcertified.com, or returns false if the content of the  is not a link
towww.CIWcertified.com 

Correct Answer: C 
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